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We, myself & A.I.



WE



me-topia

Xprime 
busters
30-45



agrihoodsDavis Cannery (US)



agrihoodsDavis Cannery (US)



agrihoodsRegen Villages (Almere, Nederland)



agrihoods

‘progressive province’



agrihoods

Rural charm, urban mindset.  
Urbanity as a ‘state of mind’ disconnects 

from the physical space. 



agrihoodsLe Colline Incantate by NOA (Italy)
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‘yoghurt cities’ 





Shoreditch (London)



Quilted Northern (US)



Guerilla Bakery (Vienna)
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me-topia

millennials



we-topia

millennials



we-topia



The more we share, the more we have!

we-topia



world-wide-weCar2Go (Europa)



world-wide-we

“The number of car sharing clients in the EU in 
2011 was 700.000. This number is estimated to 

be 15 million in 2020.” 

Frost & Sullivan (2017)



Car2Go (Europa)

“In 2000 44% of the men between 18 and 29 
was interested in cars.  

In 2016 this percentage dropped to 31%!” 

Institut für Demoskopie (Germany)

world-wide-we



“In 1983 46,2% of the 16 years old had a 
driver’s licence.  

In 2014 not more than 24,5% …” 

Census Bureau USA

world-wide-we



Lynk & Co by Geely/Volvo (China) world-wide-we



WeWork (ww) world-wide-we



Station F Start-Up Campus (Paris) world-wide-we



Lulu Dans Ma Rue (Paris) world-wide-we



Student Hotels (Europr) quid pro quo



Student Hotels (Europe) quid pro quo



post-ownershipVolvo XC40 (Sweden)



Mini Living by BMW (Germany) world-wide-we



MYSELF





introspectrum



introspectrum

The increased attention for the mental control 
center of the human being.



attention shift



attention shift

“(European) brain workers are 
distracted every 12 minutes and 24 

seconds (average).” 

prof. Veerle Hermans (VUB, dept. Ergonomics)



“Switching between activities (screens) 
makes people 40% less productive.” 

American Psychologists Association (2016)

attention shift



Caveday (New York) focus filter



focus filter



focus filter

“Shared working environments are 
associated with increases in 

distraction, negative relationships 
and distrust!” 

Auckland University of Technology (2017) 



focus filter

“Employees in open-plan offices 
spend 73% less time in face-to-face 

interactions.” 

Harvard Business School (2018)



focus filterChambre Séparée by Kobe Desramaults (Ghent)



os nature



os nature

nature as an operating system



os nature

“Nature is a lab in which 3,8 billion years 
of evolution already gave  
loads of solutions, barely  

achieved by engineers at drawing tables.” 



feathered appsCrowbox > Crowded Cities (NL)



feathered appsPigéon d’Or by Cohen & Van Balen (UK/België)



educated eatingHabit DNA (USA)



educated eatingHabit DNA (USA)



E28 Reboot (UK) educated eating



Thriva & VitaMojo (UK) educated eating



gut feelings

microbiome



gut feelingsThe Scatalog by E.Chromi (MIT)



gut feelingsThryve (US)



good smellingUnicorn Gold by SquattyPotty (UK)



“Wellness tourism is growing at 12% a year!” 

Global Health & Wellness Tourism Report 2018 (UK/US)



“The non-spa-related segment of healthy 
travel represents 59% of the wellness 

tourism industry.” 

SRI International



“Wellness tourists spend on average 130% 
more than the average tourist!” 

SRI International



focus filterChambre Séparée by Kobe Desramaults (Gent)



reso-sportsThe Wave Project (UK)



reso-sportsSUP (Stand-Up Paddling)



reso-sports

focus
balance
(nature)
humour



A.I.



algorithm is a dancer



algorithm is a dancer

Choreography of digital codes.



Atlas by Boston Dynamics (US)



voice enabled intelligent conciergeAlexis/Amazon Alexa (Kimpton Hotels)



voice enabled intelligent speakers



“Humans won’t wait for millions of 
years before evolution offers them a 

better brain.” 

Corneliu Giurgea (1981)



Brueghel (ca. 1568)



tech slash





“When it comes to 
the most central 

tenet of 
individualism 
– free will – 

the tech companies 
have a different 

way.” 



“They hope to 
automate the 

choices, both large 
and small, that we 
make as we float 
through the day.” 



Take the silicon-mild 
valley of hospitality 
into consideration!





interwoven intelligence



interwoven intelligence

The holy trinity of social, 
emotional and artificial intelligence.



interwoven intelligenceKRY (Sweden/Norway)



KRY (Sweden/Norway) interwoven intelligence



BMW (Europe) interwoven intelligence



interwoven intelligence

Hospitality is about 
a very human trait of empathy! 



Svart Powerhouse Hotel by Snohetta (Arctic Circle, Norway)

Take the silicon-mild valley of 
hospitality into consideration!
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